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In this note, the characterization for a set-valued mapping with finitely metrically
open values being a generalized metric KKM mapping in hyperconvex metric
spaces is established. This result could be regarded as a dual form of corresponding
results for the Fan]KKM principle in hyperconvex metric spaces obtained recently
w Ž . xby M. A. Khamsi J. Math. Anal. Appl. 204 1996 298]306 and W. A. Kirk, B.
w Ž . Ž .xSims, and X. Z. Yuan Nonlinear Analysis 1999 in press . Then we show that the
finite intersection property of generalized metric KKM mappings with finitely
metrically open values indeed is equivalent to the finite intersection property of
generalized metric KKM mappings with finitely metrically closed values in hyper-
convex spaces. As applications, we first obtain Ky Fan type matching theorems for
both closed and open covers in hyperconvex spaces, which, in turn, are used to
establish fixed point theorems for set-valued mappings in hyperconvex metric
spaces. Q 1999 Academic Press
ŽKey Words: hyperconvex space; admissible set; finitely metrically closed resp.
.open values; generalized metric KKM mapping; Fan]KKM principle.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this note is to give some further study to the finite
intersection property for generalized metric KKM mappings in hypercon-
vex metric spaces. In particular, we will establish the characterization for a
set-valued mapping with finitely metrically open values being a generalized
metric KKM mapping in hyperconvex metric spaces. This result could be
regarded as a dual form of corresponding results for the Fan]KKM
* This project is supported in part by the Australian Research Council.
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w xprinciple in hyperconvex metric spaces obtained recently by Khamsi 8
w xand Kirk et al. 12 . Then we show that the finite intersection property of
generalized metric KKM mappings with finitely metrically open values
indeed is equivalent to the finite intersection property of generalized
metric KKM mappings with finitely metrically closed values in hypercon-
vex spaces. As applications, we obtain Ky Fan type matching theorems for
both closed and open covers in hyperconvex spaces, which, in turn, are
used to derive fixed point theorems for set-valued mappings in hypercon-
vex spaces.
w xKhamsi in 8 recently established the hyperconvex version of the fa-
w xmous Fan]KKM principle due to Fan 5 in hyperconvex metric spaces. As
w xapplications of Khamsi's result, Park 15 obtains a Ky Fan type matching
theorem for open covers, a Browder]Fan fixed point theorem, and a
Ž .Brouwer]Schauder]Rothe type fixed point theorem for single-valued
w xcontinuous functions in hyperconvex spaces; meanwhile, Kirk et al. 12
establish a characterization of the Knaster]Kuratowski]Mazurkiewicz
w xprinciple 9 in hyperconvex metric spaces and as applications of their
result, hyperconvex versions of Fan's celebrated minimax principle, Fan's
best approximation theorem for set-valued mappings, the Browder]Fan
fixed point theorem, and the Schauder]Tychonoff fixed point theorem
Ž .i.e., the version of Fan]Glicksberg fixed point theorem for continuous
set-valued mappings, and some existence theorems for saddle points,
intersection theorems, and Nash equilibria are given.
We first recall the following definition of a hyperconvex metric space
w xdue to Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi 1 .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. A metric space X, d is said to be a hypercon¤ex
 4  4space if for any collection of points x of X and any collection r ofa a
Ž . Ž .non-negative real numbers with d x , x F r q r , we have F B x , ra b a b a a a
Ž ./ B, where B x, r denotes the closed ball centered at x g X with the
radius r.
The relationship between hyperconvex metric spaces and nonexpansive
mappings is an important one, as shown independently by the work of Sine
w x w x18 and Soardi 19 . On the other hand, we also know how important the
famous Fan]KKM principle is in the study of nonlinear analysis, in
particular for the study of topological fixed point theory; e.g., see Bardaro
w x w x w xand Ceppitelli 2 , Chang and Zhang 3 , Dugundji and Granas 4 , Fan
w x w x w x w x w x w x5]6 , Granas 7 , Kim 10 , Lassonde 13 , Park 14 , Shih 16 , Shih and
w x w x w x w xTan 17 , Yuan 20 , Yuan 21 , Zeidler 22 and references therein. Khamsi
w x8 gave a hyperconvex version of the KKM principle in hyperconvex
spaces and as its application, a developed hyperconvex version of Fan's
best approximation theorem and the Schauder]Tychonoff fixed point
w xtheorem for single-valued continuous mappings. Second, Kirk et al. 12
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established a general version of the Fan]KKM principle in hyperconvex
w xmetric spaces which includes a corresponding result of Khamsi 8 as a
w xspecial case. The recent study on hyperconvex spaces given by Khamsi 8 ,
w x w xKirk et al. 12 , and Park 15 shows that the hyperconvex version of the
Fan]KKM principle might provide another powerful and new tool for the
development of nonlinear theory of hyperconvex spaces. This motivates us
to establish one new existence theorem for the finite intersection property
of generalized metric KKM mappings with open values, which could be
regarded as a dual form of corresponding results for the Fan]KKM
w xprinciple in hyperconvex metric spaces due to Kirk et al. 12 and Khamsi
w x8 .
We also recall some notions and basic facts about hyperconvex spaces
which will be used later in the note.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. Let M, d be a metric space. Assume that a subset A
of M is bounded. We will use the following notations throughout this note.
Ž . Ž .  41 co A s l B ; M : B is a closed ball such that A ; B .
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4 Ž .2 A M s A ; M : A s co A , i.e., A g A M if and only if A
is an intersection of closed balls. In this case, we shall say that A is an
admissible subset of M. We also note that if M is a hyperconvex space,
then each admissible set in M is also hyperconvex.
We need the following facts which are contained in Proposition 1 of
w xKhamsi 8, p. 300 .
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let M be a metric space. Then we ha¤e the following:
Ž .1 There exist an index set I and a natural isometric embedding from M
‘Ž .to l I .
Ž .2 If M is hypercon¤ex, then it is complete.
Ž .3 M is hypercon¤ex if and only if for each metric space N which
contains isometrically M, there exists a nonexpansi¤e retract r : N “ M; i.e., r
Ž .is nonexpansi¤e and r x s x for each x g M. In particular, if N is a normed
space, for any non-empty finite points y , y , . . . , y g M, we ha¤e that1 2 n
Ž  4.  4  4r conv y , . . . , y ; co y , y , . . . , y , where co y , y , . . . , y is an admis-1 n 1 2 n 1 2 n
sible set defined by Definition 1.2 abo¤e.
2. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF GMKKM MAPPINGS
IN HYPERCONVEX METRIC SPACES
Ž . XLet X be a non-empty set; we denote by F X and 2 the family of all
non-empty finite subsets of X and the family of all subsets of X, respec-
tively, throughout this note. If A is a subset of a linear space E, the
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Ž . Ž .notation `conv A ' always means the con¤ex hull of A in E. Let M, d be
Ža metric space. A subset S ; M is said to be finitely metrically closed resp.,
. Ž . Ž .finitely metrically open if for each F g F M , the set co F l S is closed
Ž . Ž . Ž .resp., open . Note that co F is always defined and belongs to A M .
Ž .Thus if S is closed resp., open in M, it is obviously finitely metrically
Ž .  4closed resp., open . We also recall that a family A of M has thea a g D
finite intersection property if the intersection of each non-empty finite
subfamily is not empty.
w xThe following definition was first introduced by Kirk et al. in 12 .
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be any non-empty set and let M be a metric
M  4space. A set-valued mapping G: X “ 2 R B is said to be a generalized
Ž .metric KKM mapping in short, GMKKM if for each non-empty finite set
 4x , . . . , x ; X, there exists a sequence of points of M, y , . . . , y , not1 n 1 n
 4necessarily all different, such that for each subsequence y , . . . , y , wei i1 k
 4 k Ž .have co y : j s 1, . . . , k ; D G x .i js1 ij j
As a special case of a generalized metric KKM mapping, we have the
w xfollowing definition of MKKM mappings given essentially by Khamsi in 8 .
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a non-empty subset of a metric space M.
Suppose G: X “ 2 M is a set-valued mapping with non-empty values. Then
Ž .G is said to be a metric KKM in short, MKKM mapping if for each finite
Ž . Ž . Ž .subset F g F X , we have co F ; D G x .x g F
The following characterization for a generalized metric KKM mapping
w xin hyperconvex metric spaces was first established by Kirk et al. 12 and
we state it as follows without proof.
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a non-empty set and let M be a hypercon¤ex
M  4metric space. Suppose G: X “ 2 R B is a set-¤alued mapping with finitely
 Ž . 4metrically closed ¤alues. Then the family G x : x g X has the finite
intersection property if and only if the mapping G is a generalized metric KKM
mapping.
w xBy applying the approach of Shih 16 , the aim of this section is to show
that Theorem 2.1 still holds for GMKKM mappings with finitely metrically
open values instead of having finitely metrically closed values in hypercon-
vex spaces.
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a non-empty set and let M be a hypercon¤ex
Ž .  4metric space such that for each A g F M , the set co z : z g A is compact.
M  4Suppose G: X “ 2 R B is a set-¤alued mapping with finitely metrically
 Ž . 4open ¤alues. Then the family G x : x g X has the finite intersection
property if and only if the mapping G is a generalized metric KKM mapping.
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 Ž . 4Proof. Necessity. If the family G x : x g X has the finite intersec-
 4 n Ž .tion property, then for each finite subset x , . . . , x ; X, F G x / B.1 n is1 i
n Ž .Take any point x* g F G x and set y ’ x* for i s 1, . . . , n. Then foris1 i i
Žany 1 F k F n and any subsequence y , . . . , y , it follows that co y :i i i1 k j
4. Ž 4.  4 k Ž .j s 1, . . . , k s co x* s x* ; D G x . This proves that G is ais1 i j
GMKKM mapping.
Sufficiency. In order to show that for each non-empty finite subset
 4  4 Ž .A s x : i g I of X, where I s 1, 2, . . . , n , F G x / B, we willi x g A ii
first show that there exists a set-valued mapping G : A “ 2 M which isA
also a GMKKM mapping with finitely metrically closed values, i.e., there
 4exists another finite subset Z s z : i g I ; M such that for each J ; I,i
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .we have that co z : j g J ; D G x and G x ; G x for eachj jg J A j A
w x  Ž .x g A. By adopting the idea of Shih 16 , indeed, for each y g j G x :i
4  Ž . Ž . 4i g I , let I [ l G x : y g G x and i g I . Then I is a finitelyy i i y
metrically open in M containing y. By the regularity of the metric space
M, there exists a finitely metrically open neighborhood U of y in X suchy
that y g U ; U ; I . It is clear that for each non-empty finite subsety y y
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4J ; I, we have that j G x : j g J s j U : y g G x and j g J . Sincej y j
G is a GMKKM mapping, there exists a non-empty subset Z s z :i
4  4 Ž .i g I ; M such that for each J ; I, co z : j g J ; D G x . Now forj jg J j
 Ž . 4each J ; I, it follows that U : y g G x and j g J is an open coveringy j
 4  4of the admissible set co z : j g J . By our assumption that co z : j g J isj j
 Ž . 4 compact, there exists a finite subset S of j G x : j g J such that co zJ j j
4  4  4: j g J ; j U : y g S . We now set S [ j S : J ; I and define ay J J
set-valued mapping G : A “ 2 M byA
G x [ j U : y g S and U ; G xŽ . Ž .½ 5A i y y i
Ž . Ž .for each i g I. Then we have that a G x is finitely metrically closed forA i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4each i g I; b G x ; G x ; and moreover c co z : j g J ;A i i j
Ž .j G x for each non-empty subset J ; I. Indeed, for each J ; I andjg J A j
 4 Ž .w g co z : j g J , we have w g U for some y g S . Since y g G x forj y J j
Ž .  4some j g J, it follows that U ; H ; G x and thus co z : j g J ;y y j j
 Ž . 4j G x : j g J . Therefore G is a GMKKM mapping from A to MA j A
with finitely metrically closed values. By Theorem 2.1, it follows
Ž . Ž . Ž .that F G x / B. Therefore l G x / B as F G x ;ig I A i ig I i ig I A i
Ž .F G x .ig I i
Ž .When the hyperconvex space M has the property that co A is compact
Ž .for each A g F M , the following result shows that Theorem 2.2 indeed
implies Theorem 2.1 and thus, in this case, Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to
Theorem 2.1.
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THEOREM 2.3. Let the hypercon¤ex space M in Theorem 2.1 ha¤e the
Ž . Ž .property that co A is compact for each A g F M . Then Theorem 2.2
Ž .implies Theorem 2.1 thus Theorem 2.1 is equi¤alent to Theorem 2.2 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. It suffices to show that for each A g F X , F G x / B.x g A
 4 Ž .As G is a GMKKM mapping, for A s x , . . . , x g F X , there exists1 n
 4 Ž . Y [ y , . . . , y g F M such that for each k between 1 and n, co y :1 n i j
4 k Ž . coŽY .j s 1, 2, . . . , k ; D G x . Define a new mapping G : A “ 2 byjs1 i Aj
Ž . Ž . Ž .G x [ co Y l G x for each x g A. It is clear that G is still aA A
Ž .GMKKM mapping from A to co Y with closed values. For each positive
integer k g N, define a set-valued mapping G : A “ 2coŽY . byk
1G x s y g co Y : dist y , G x -Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .k A k
Ž . Ž .for each x g A. Note that G x ; G x for each x g A and G is aA k A
Ž .GMKKM mapping with closed values from A to co Y ; M; it follows
Ž .that G is also a GMKKM mapping with open values from A to co Y . Byk
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.2, there exists w g F G x . Note that w g co Y andk x g A k k
Ž .co Y is compact; without loss of generality, we may assume that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .lim w s w g co Y . By the fact that dist w, G x F dist w, w qk “‘ k 0 A k
Ž Ž .. Ž .dist w , G x “ 0 as k “ q‘ and noting that G x is closed for eachk A A
Ž .x g A, we have that w g G x for all x g A. Therefore w g0 A 0
Ž .  Ž . 4F G x ; i.e., the family G x : x g X has the finite intersectionx g A
property.
By virtue of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have the following characteriza-
Ž .tions for GMKKM mappings with finitely metrically open resp., closed
values in hyperconvex metric spaces.
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be a non-empty set and let M be a hypercon¤ex
Ž . M  4resp., compact metric space. Suppose G: X “ 2 R B is a set-¤alued
Ž .mapping with finitely metrically closed resp., open ¤alues. Then the family
 Ž . 4G x : x g X has the finite intersection property if and only if the mapping
G is a generalized metric KKM mapping.
Proof. The conclusion follows by both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
As a special case of Theorem 2.4, we have the following hyperconvex
w x w xversion of the Fan]KKM principle 5 and its dual form given by Kim 10 ,
w x w xLassonde 13 , and Shih 16 .
Ž .COROLLARY 2.5. Let X g A M be a subset of a hypercon¤ex metric
Ž . Ž .space M such that for each A g F M , the set co A is compact. Suppose G:
M  4X “ 2 R B is a GMKKM mapping with finitely metrically open ¤alues.
 Ž . 4Then the family G x : x g X has the finite intersection property.
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w xRemark 2.6. Yuan 21, Theorem 2.11.18 recently shows that the con-
Ž .clusion of Theorem 2.2 and thus Theorem 2.3 still holds without the
Ž . Ž .assumption that the set co A is compact for each A g F M by using a
different approach.
As applications of both Theorems 2.2 and 2.1, we have the following Ky
w xFan type matching theorem 6 for both closed and open covers in
hyperconvex spaces.
Ž .THEOREM 2.7. Let X g A M be a non-empty compact subset of a
 4nhypercon¤ex metric space M. Suppose A is a family of closed subsets ofi is1
n Ž .X such that D A s X and x , . . . , x are not necessarily distinct nis1 i 1 n
points of X. Then there exist k indices i - i - ??? - i between 1 and n1 2 k
 4 ksuch that co x , x , . . . , x l F A / B.i i i js1 i1 2 k j
 4Proof. Let X s x , x , . . . , x and we define a set-valued mapping0 1 2 n
X Ž .F: X “ 2 by F x [ X R A for each i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose the0 i i
Ž .conclusion is false. Then F x is open for each x g X and for each0
Ž 4  Ž .non-empty finite subset B ; X , we have co x : x g B ; j F x :0
4 n Ž .x g B . By Theorem 2.2, it follows that F F x / B. But this meansis1 i
nthat D A / X, which contradicts our hypothesis.is1 i
As an application of Theorem 2.1, we also have the following Ky Fan
type matching theorem for open covers in hyperconvex spaces.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let X g A M be a non-empty subset of a hypercon¤ex
 4nmetric space M. Suppose A is a family of open subsets of X such thati is1
n Ž .D A s X and x , . . . , x are not necessarily distinct n points of X. Thenis1 i 1 n
there exist k indices i - i - ??? - i between 1 and n such that1 2 k
 4 kco x , x , . . . , x l F A / B.i i i js1 i1 2 k j
 4Proof. Let X s x , x , . . . , x and we define a set-valued mapping0 1 2 n
X Ž .F: X “ 2 by F x [ X _ A for each i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Suppose the0 i i
Ž .conclusion is false. Then F x is closed for each x g X and for each0
 4  Ž .non-empty finite subset B ; X , we have co x : x g B ; j F x :0
4 n Ž .x g B . By Theorem 2.1, it follows that F F x / B. But this meansis1 i
nthat D A / X, which contradicts our hypothesis.is1 i
We note that Theorem 2.8 does not need to assume that X is compact
as required by Theorem 2.7.
3. FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR SET-VALUED
MAPPINGS IN HYPERCONVEX SPACES
In this section, as applications of Ky Fan type matching theorems for
closed covers, we shall establish some Browder]Fan type fixed point
theorems for set-valued mappings in hyperconvex spaces.
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First we have the following fixed point theorem for set-valued mappings
in hyperconvex spaces.
Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let X g A M be a non-empty compact subset of a
hypercon¤ex metric space M. Suppose A: X “ 2 X is a set-¤alued mapping
Ž .with closed ¤alues possibly taking empty ¤alues for some point x g X and
Ž .there exist n points x , . . . , x not necessarily distinct of X such that1 n
n Ž . y1Ž .  Ž .4D A x s X and the set A y [ x g X : y g A x for each y g X isis1 i
admissible. Then A has a fixed point; i.e., there exists x g X such that0
Ž .x g A x .0 0
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, there exist k indices i - i - ??? - i be-1 2 k
 4 k Ž .tween 1 and n such that co x , x , . . . , x l F A x / B. Take anyi i i js1 i1 2 k j
 4 k Ž . y1Ž .x g co x , x , . . . , x l F A x . Then x g A x for j s0 i i i js1 i i 01 2 k j jy1Ž .1, . . . , k. By the fact that A x is admissible, it follows that x g0 0
 4 Ž .co x , . . . , x ; A x . Therefore x is a fixed point of A.i i 0 01 k
As an application of Theorem 2.8, we also have the following fixed point
theorem for set-valued mappings in hyperconvex spaces.
Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let X g A M be a non-empty subset of a hypercon¤ex
metric space M. Suppose A: X “ 2 X is a set-¤alued mapping with open
Ž .¤alues maybe taking empty ¤alues for some point x g X and there exist n
Ž . n Ž .points x , . . . , x not necessarily distinct of X such that D A x s X1 n is1 i
y1Ž .  Ž .4and the set A y [ x g X : y g A x for each y g X is admissible. Then
Ž .A has a fixed point, i.e., there exists x g X such that x g A x .0 0 0
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, there exist k indices i - i - ??? - i be-1 2 k
 4 k Ž .tween 1 and n such that co x , x , . . . , x l F A x / B. Take anyi i i js1 i1 2 k j
 4 k Ž . y1Ž .x g co x , x , . . . , x l F A x . Then x g A x for j s0 i i i js1 i i 01 2 k j jy1Ž .1, . . . , k. By the fact that A x is admissible, it follows that x g0 0
 4 Ž .co x , . . . , x ; A x . Therefore x is a fixed point of A.i i 0 01 k
As equivalent forms of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have the following
fixed point theorems for set-valued mappings in hyperconvex spaces.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let X g A M be a compact subset of a hypercon¤ex
space M. Suppose F: X “ 2 X is a set-¤alued mapping with non-empty
admissible ¤alues. There exists a non-empty finite subset C of X such that
Ž . y1Ž .F x l C / B for each x g X and F y is closed for each y g X. Then F
Ž .has a fixed point; i.e., there exists x g X such that x g F x .0 0 0
X Ž . y1Ž .Proof. Define A: X “ 2 by A x [ F x for each x g X. Then it
is easy to verify that A satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Thus the
conclusion follows by Theorem 3.1.
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Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Let X g A M be a subset of a hypercon¤ex space M.
Suppose F: X “ 2 X is a set-¤alued mapping with non-empty admissible
Ž .¤alues. There exists a non-empty finite subset C of X such that F x l C / B
y1Ž .for each x g X and F y is open for each y g X. Then F has a fixed point;
Ž .i.e., there exists x g X such that x g F x .0 0 0
X Ž . y1Ž .Proof. Define A: X “ 2 by A x [ F x for each x g X. Then it
is easy to verify that A satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. Thus the
conclusion follows by Theorem 3.2.
The following are consequences of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
Ž .THEOREM 3.5. Let X g A M be a non-empty compact subset of a
hypercon¤ex space M. Suppose G: X “ 2 X is an upper semicontinuous
set-¤alued mapping with non-empty closed admissible ¤alues and there exists a
Ž .non-empty finite subset C of X such that G x l C / B for each x g X.
Ž .Then G has a fixed point, i.e., there exists x g X such that x g G x .0 0 0
Proof. As G is upper semicontinuous with non-empty closed values, it
y1Ž .follows that the graph of G is closed and thus the set G y is closed for
each y g X. Therefore all hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. The
conclusion follows from Theorem 3.3.
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. Let X g A M be a compact subset of a hypercon¤ex
space M. Suppose F: X “ 2 X is a set-¤alued mapping with non-empty
y1Ž .admissible ¤alues and F y is open for each y g X. Then F has a fixed
Ž .point, i.e., there exists x g X such that x g F x .0 0 0
y1Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that F y is open for each y g X and F x / B for all
y1Ž .x g X. It follows that F y s X. As X is compact, there exists a finite
y1Ž .subset C of X such that X s D F y . Therefore for each x g X,y g C
Ž .we have that F x l C / B. Thus F satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem
3.4. The conclusion follows by Theorem 3.4.
Remark 3.7. We remark that Theorem 3.6 is a hyperconvex version of
the famous Browder]Fan fixed point theorem. Also, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
w xare hyperconvex versions of corresponding fixed points given by Kim 10
w xand Lassonde 13 . Considering Theorem 3.5 with the Fan]
Glicksberg]Kakutani fixed point theorem, we wish to remark that by using
a different approach with the notion of G-convex spaces, the hyperconvex
version of Fan]Glicksberg]Kakutani fixed point theorem for upper semi-
continuous set-valued mappings with admissible values has been given by
w x w xYuan 20 recently and thus the question raised by Kirk and Shin 11 has
been answered in the affirmative.
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